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Abstract
Interpretable representations of data are useful for testing a hypothesis or to distin-
guish between multiple potential hypotheses about the data. In contrast, applied
machine learning, and specifically deep learning (DL), is often used in contexts
where performance is valued over interpretability. Indeed, deep networks (DNs)
are often treated as “black boxes”, and it is not well understood what and how they
learn from a given dataset. This lack of understanding seriously hinders adoption of
DNs as data analysis tools in science and poses numerous research questions. One
problem is that current deep learning research datasets either have very little hier-
archical structure or are too complex for their structure to be analyzed, impeding
precise predictions of hierarchical representations. To address this gap, we present
a benchmark dataset with known hierarchical and compositional structure and a set
of methods for performing hypothesis-driven data analysis using DNs. The Hangul
Fonts Dataset is composed of 35 fonts, each with 11,172 written syllables consisting
of 19 initial consonants, 21 medial vowels, and 28 final consonants. The rules for
combining and modifying individual Hangul characters into blocks can be encoded,
with translation, scaling, and style variation that depend on precise block content,
as well as naturalistic variation across fonts. Thus, the Hangul Fonts Dataset will
provide an intermediate complexity dataset with well-defined, hierarchical features
to interrogate learned representations. We first present a summary of the structure
of the dataset. Using a set of unsupervised and supervised methods, we find that
deep network representations contain structure related to the geometrical hierarchy
of the characters. Our results lay the foundation for a better understanding of what
deep networks learn from complex, structured datasets.
1 Introduction
Representation learning underlies many machine learning and deep learning methods. Representations
learned from data are valuable if they can be used for downstream analyses or to solve a task.
Interpretable representations can be used to understand the underlying structure of dataset [1].
Understanding the representations deep networks learn and how they relate to the structure of the
training data is an area of open research [2–4].
The goal of experimental science is to generate datasets that can be used to uncover the underlying
structure of the world around us. Broadly, the analysis of the produced data falls into two categories
that are often used together: exploratory and hypothesis-driven. In exploratory data analysis, there
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may not be a detailed hypothesis being considered or tested. The goal is typically to uncover the
general structure or patterns in a dataset. In hypothesis-driven analysis, one or more hypotheses about
the underlying structure in the data are being directly tested. In this case, the goal is to test how well
the hypotheses account for the observed data. One of the goals of machine learning and deep learning
is to learn representations which are useful for understanding the structure of data or which help solve
tasks. In this study, we present an image dataset based on the Hangul writing system for developing
methods for hypothesis-driven data analysis of representations learned by deep networks.
One approach to understanding learned representations is to build datasets with known structure.
Deep learning benchmark datasets are often drawn from real data (Fig 1A, B, C, E). In image datasets
like MNIST, CIFAR10/100, and ImageNet, the images have the naturally varying levels of low-level
complexity (Fig 1F, x-axis, defined as the mutual information between 2 halves of 10 pixel image
patches). These datasets have class labels which limit task complexity (Fig 1F, y-axis, measured by
the entropy of the labels), but other sub-tasks can be created, for example even-odd classification
for MNIST, reductions on the WordNet hierarchy for ImageNet. However, one limitation of many
benchmark datasets is that the underlying structure of the data is not well specified. This implies that
they are of limited use for understanding the structure of learned representations.
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Figure 1: Data and task complexity for machine learning datasets and the Hangul Fonts dataset.
A Samples from the MNIST dataset. B Samples from the CIFAR10 dataset. C Samples from the
CIFAR10 dataset. D Samples from the Hangul Fonts dataset. E Samples from the ImageNet dataset.
F Data and task complexity for the datasets. Task complexity is the entropy (in nats) of the possible
classification tasks. Data complexity is measured as the mutual information between two halves of
small patches of pixels.
In this work, we present the new Hangul Fonts Dataset (Fig 1D) for investigating methods for
understanding learned representations. This dataset has known latent hierarchical and compositional
structure which can be used to test hypotheses about representations. The dataset lies in the middle
of common deep learning image benchmark datasets (Fig 1F) in terms of low-level data complexity
and task complexity. However, unlike the common benchmark datasets, the latent hierarchical and
compositional structure is known. We describe a framework and set of methods for comparing
generative hypotheses for datasets to deep network representations learned from data. These methods
are generally applicable to the case where domain scientists are testing hypotheses about data structure
using deep networks. Finally, we explore whether typical deep learning methods can be used to
uncover the underlying generative model of the Hangul Fonts Dataset. Using deep networks, we
see that different parts of the latent structure are either resolved or discarded as one analyzes deeper
layers. The Hangul Fonts Dataset contains a large number of data samples (391,020 across 35
fonts), encodable hierarchical and compositional structure, and naturalistic variation. Together these
properties address a gap in benchmark datasets for deep learning and representation learning research.
1.1 Related Work
Benchmark datasets and deep learning A number of benchmark datasets have been previously
proposed for representation learning research. The Shapeset dataset which is composed of objects of
different shapes with various shape parameters (scale, rotation, translation) was used to show that
supervised fine-tuning of deep architectures yields better classification performance than training
separately the unsupervised and supervised components [5]. Saxe et al. [4] used a benchmark
hierarchical dataset to study the dynamics of backpropagation. The dSprites dataset was developed
to aid in factorized representation learning research [6, 3]. The Hangul Fonts Dataset expands the
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types of structure in one benchmark dataset that can be learned and also has more structure per image
compared to these datasets (see section 2).
Structured representations in deep networks For datasets where the form of the generative
model is not know, deep representation learning methods often look for factorial or disentagled
representations [7, 2, 8, 3, 9–11]. While factorial representations are useful for certain tasks like
sampling, they are less useful for understanding datasets with hierarchy and compositionality.
Deep networks can learn feature hierarchies, wherein features from higher levels of the hierarchy
are formed by the composition of lower level features. The hierarchical multiscale RNN captures
the latent hierarchical structure on two tasks–character-level language modelling and handwriting
sequence generation–by encoding the temporal dependencies with different timescales using a novel
update mechanism [12]. Livezey et al. [13] showed that deep networks learn an articulatory hierarchy
when trained on neural data recorded during spoken speech syllables. Hangul characters are formed
from a hierarchy of atoms, glyphs, and geometric structure which deep networks can be trained to
learn.
2 The Hangul Fonts Dataset
The Korean writing system (Hangul) was invented in the year 1444 to promote literacy [14]. Since
the writing system was created at one time for a specific purpose, the exact geometrical rules
for combining glyphs into syllable blocks are known. The Hangul alphabet consists of 19 initial
consonants, 21 medial vowels, and 27+1 final consonants (including no final consonant) which
generate 19 × 21 × 28 = 11, 172 possible Hangul character blocks each of which corresponds to
a syllable. Not all blocks/syllables are used in written/spoken Korean, however all 11,172 blocks
were generated for use in this dataset. Additionally, there are redundant characters across the initial,
medial, and final positions that are known [15]. The dataset consists of all blocks drawn in 35 different
open-source fonts from [16, 17] along with single character images and a number of generative labels
for blocks and characters for a total of 391,020 images.
The Hangul blocks can be described most simply as having initial, medial, and final independent
generative variables. However, there are other sets of generative variables that can be used to describe
the dataset. Some of these other variables have hierarchical structure which is induced by the
geometrical layout of the blocks. Others have compositional structure through the repeated use and
combination of glyphs (after a set of possible translations, rotations, and scalings) within and across
the initial, medial, and final locations. Together, these different descriptions of the data facilitate
investigation into what aspects of this structure deep networks will learn when trained on this dataset.
2.1 The structure of a block
There is a fixed set of geometrical rules for creating a block from individual character glyphs. These
rules provide a set of latent variables that can be attributed to an image of any block. The initial
consonant is located on the left or top and the vowel(s) and other consonant(s) follow to the right
or bottom. The syllable is read left to right and top to bottom (Fig 2). The initial, medial, and final
characters in a block are three generative labels associated with all blocks. The set of all possible
blocks can be simply described as the outer-product of these three class labels. Each block is then
composed of the constituent initial, medial, and final character glyphs. However, as will be described
later, the context of the other characters within a block can change the glyph of a character within a
block for a specific font.
2.2 Hierarchy and compositionality
In addition to the initial, medial, and final (IMF) labels, each block can also be labeled with additional
generative latent variables that describe the hierarchical and compositional structure. There is a
geometrical hierarchy across initial, medial, and final labels. Furthermore, there is a base set of glyphs
that is first expanded through rotations to a set of glyphs that are composed across IMF positions into
blocks.
First, we describe the geometrical hierarchy. There are two types of initial characters: single or double
characters (indicated by the white lines in Fig 2). There are five possible medial character types:
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Figure 2: Layout of Hangul blocks and geometric structure. Blue indicates the possible locations
of initial characters, orange indicates the possible locations of medial characters, and green indicates
the possible locations of final characters. A white dashed line indicates that either a single or double
character can appear.
below, right-single, right-double, below-right-single, and below-right-double (shown across columns
in Fig 2). There are 3 types of final characters: no final character, single, and double (shown across
rows and with white lines in Fig 2). It is also possible to describe all 30 of the geometrical possibilities
together. These additional generative variables induce a hierarchy in the individual IMF labels and
blocks that shared geometric structure.
Embedded within the IMF and geometrical structure is a set of glyph compositions. There are a base
set of atomic glyphs which all IMF glyphs are drawn from (Fig 3, Atom row). Then, one initial,
medial, and final glyph is composed into a block (Fig 3, IMF and Block rows). In this view, each
block is built from a composition of potential rotations applied to a base set of glyphs which are
then structured by the geometrical rules and composed into an image. The underlines in the Atom
and IMF rows of Fig 3 correspond to inclusion in the final colored blocks in the bottom row. For
comparisons with learned representations, the composition structure is encoded in 2 ways (although
the full structure is available in the dataset). The first is a “bag-of-Atoms” binary feature set where
each block is given a binary feature vector which contains a 1 if the block contains at least one
copy Atoms from the top row of Fig 3 (16 features). The second is a “bag-of-Atom” binary feature
set where the rotations have not been taken into account (24 features). These two feature sets do
not encode the complete compositional structure, but they are amenable to common representation
comparison methods.
Atom
Initial
Medial
Final
Block
Figure 3: Atom glyphs and their composition into blocks. The Atom row shows the atomic set of
glyphs when scale, translations, and rotations are taken into account. The Initial, Medial, and Final
(IMF) rows show all possible IMF glyphs. The Block row shows 4 examples blocks with different
types of structure. The color of the block is used to underline the IMF glyphs that compose the block
and Atoms that compose the IMFs.
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2.3 Variation across contexts and fonts
The size and shape of a glyph can change within a font depending on the context. Some of these
changes are consistent across fonts and stem from the changing geometry of a block with different
initial, medial, or final contexts (Fig 2). Additionally, some of this variation is specific to a font and is
based on the decision the font designer made. These decisions cannot be quantified and are one part
of the “naturalistic variation" in this dataset.
There are variations across fonts due to the nature of the design or style of the characters. These
include the style of characters which can vary from clean, computer font-like fonts to highly stylized
fonts which are meant to resemble hand-written characters (Fig 4. Additionally, certain fonts draw
characters that are connected or disconnected from the neighboring characters. These types of
variation are the main source of naturalistic variation in the dataset since they cannot be exactly
described. Finally, for certain fonts, bold and light versions of the same font are included, a naturalistic
but fairly regular source of variation across fonts.
Rotation Scale Translation Style
Figure 4: Different types of variations: rotation, scale, translation, and style. Two example glyphs
(rows) across three different contexts (columns) are shown for each type of variation. Rotation Left-
most block is rotated once counterclockwise in the next block, then twice counterclockwise in the
final block. Scale Size of initial glyph decreases from left to right as highlighted in red. Translation
Highlighted glyph takes on various shapes as it is translated to different regions of the block. Style
Computer to handwriting style from left to right.
Different types of variations such as rotation, translation, and more naturalistic style variations arise
in the dataset (Fig 4). The first set of panels in Fig 4 shows how two medial glyphs can be rotated and
preserve the same geometric structure. The second set of panels shows how scaling can alter how
much space a glyph takes up in a block. Two initial glyphs are shown in different contexts. Theㄱ
initial glyph in가 can extend from top to bottom but in굔 the tail is cut short. Similarly, theㅇ glyph
in악 is smaller in size than it is in아. For translation, theㅁ glyph is shaped differently depending
on where it is placed in the block. Finally, style displays the same character in three different fonts.
A model could capture and describe this variation by decomposing characters into their constituent
parts or strokes [18]. The Hangul dataset could be used for this type of research into generative models.
However, since this “naturalistic" variation cannot be mapped onto any known latent variables, it will
be a source of variability that the networks will be tasked with integrating out in this study.
3 Recovering generative variables from latent representation
For scientific interpretation, it is desirable for deep network representations to be useful for recovering
the generative variables. However, it is currently not known whether deep network representations
can be used to read-off latent structure in a simple way. In order to understand this, we attempt to
recover the latent structure of the Hangul blocks used unsupervised clustering of the representations
and supervised logistic regression. We first show results of using these methods on linear models.
Fig 5A shows latent variable recovery for linear methods. We find that the medial, final, and all
geometry labels can be recovered from the linear methods. The initial and medial geometry labels are
weakly recovered and the intial and final geometry is not recovered.
Unlike the linear methods, deep networks have many representations across layers. To validate the
clustering and regression methods, we first apply them in a context where we have strong expectations
about the results. If a deep network is trained to predict the initial, medial, or final labels, then we
expect the latent structure in the representations to become more similar to that variables across layers.
We find that the clustering analysis does recover this structure across layers in the network (Fig 5A-C,
left 3 groupings of bars). For networks trained on the initial labels, we find that the medial labels,
medial and all geometry labels are represented in the early layers of the networks, but are no longer
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Figure 5: Structure of learned deep networks representations. Clustering accuracy/chance ±
s.e.m. is shown across training targets, latent generative variables, layers (L is the linear part, R
is after the ReLU), and for linear models. Chance accuracy is indicated by the horizontal dashed
line. A Clustering accuracies/chance for representations learned with linear models. B-D Clustering
accuracies/chance for deep representations trained to predict the initial, medial, and final label,
respectivly.
represented in the final layers (Fig 5A). Surprisingly, the initial geometry is only weakly represented
in the later layers. The final-related labels have representation at chance. For networks trained on
the medial labels, we find weak evidence of the intial and final labels and strong evidence of the
medial and all geometric labels (Fig 5B). The initial and final geometry labels have representations
at chance. For networks trained on the final labels, we find weak evidence of the medial labels and
weak evidence of the medial, final, and all geometry labels (Fig 5C). Together, these results could be
interpret as showing strong evidence for the hypothesis that the Hangul Fonts dataset has structure
related to the geometry variables. There is also weak evidence for initial-medial and medial-final
context dependence. These observations are consistent with the ground-truth knowledge about the
structure of the dataset.
Understanding whether deep network representations tend to be more distributed or local is an open
area of research. We investigated whether deep networks learn a local representation by training
logistic regression models with an L1 penalty to predict the latent generative variables from the
representations (Fig 6). Across initial, medial and final tasks, we find that the task labels do become
more local and are able to be read-out with higher accuracy across layers. The geometric variables do
not have a strong trend. The Atom variables cannot be read out with accuracy higher than chance
for any network or layer. These results suggest that standard, fully-connected deep networks do not
typically learn local representations.
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Figure 6: Extracting latent variables from learned deep networks representations. Logistic re-
gression accuracy/chance is shown versus median (across classes) number of features selected for
models that have 50% of peak accuracy. Color indicates latent variable type and size indicates depth
in the network (larger is deeper). A-C Results from from networks trained on the initial, medial, and
final tasks, respectivly
4 Methods
4.1 Creating and normalizing images
We created a text file for the 11,172 Hangul blocks using the Unicode values from [19]. We then
converted the text files to an image file using the convert utility [20] and font files. The image sizes
were different across blocks, so the images were resized to the max image size across blocks. Then,
for each fontsize, the blocks were different sizes across fonts and so the blocks were resized to the
median size across fonts. Individual images for the initial medial and final characters are included in
some fonts. For fonts that do not include these inividual glyphs, we cropped them by hand out of
composite blocks and then inserted into blank images at a location and scale determined from other
fonts. Further information about the dataset creation process and summary statistics for the dataset
can be found in Appendix A. The font files and final data arrays will be posted publicly.
The 35 fonts were used in a 7-fold cross validation look for the machine learning methods. The fonts
were randomly permuted and then 5 fonts were used for each of the non-overlapping validation and
test sets. The analysis of representations was done on the test set representations.
4.2 Data and Task Complexity
We define the task complexity as the log of the number of classes (equal to the entropy of the labels if
they are equally probably). Benchmark datasets typically have a set of labels that are used. It is also
possible to create ad hoc sub-tasks from these labels, for instance, even-versus-odd in MNISt. The
Hangul Fonts Dataset has many generative variables and therefore many possible tasks. For ImageNet,
the WordNet hierarchy can be used to create tasks that are different from the 1000 label task. Defining
and estimating data complexity is much more difficult. Here, to give an intuitive picture, we define
data complexity as the mutual information between 2 adjacent. For all datasets, we first cluster the
data with KMeans (30 centroids) and use the JVHW estimator for mutual information [21].
4.3 Generative structure recovery from representation of the data
Both shallow feature learning methods such as PCA, ICA, and NMF and deep learning models create
representations (or transformations) of the input data. PCA and ICA produce linear representations,
NMF produces a nonlinear inferred representation from a linear model, and deep networks can
produce a increasingly nonlinear set of representations for each layer. Given one or more hypotheses
about the generative, latent structure of data, using unsupervised and supervised methods, we can test
whether the hypothesized structure is contained in the representation in a “simple" way.
Clustering a representation produces a reduced representation for every datapoint in an unsupervised
way. If one chooses the number of clusters to be equal to the dimensionality or number of classes the
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generative variables has, then they can be directly compared (up to a permutation). We cluster the
representations with KMeans and then find the optimal alignment of the real and clustered labels (see
Appendix B for more details). We then report the clustering accuracy and chance accuracy of this
labeling.
The second method attempts to localize the information about a generative variable y into a small set
of representational features. To do this, we use supervised classification from h to y using logistic
regression to test for representations that can be read-out in a linear way. In order to have strong
selection of feature, we use L1 regularized logistic regression to optimize both predictive accuracy
and feature selection. Using this methods, only a small number of features from the representation h
will be selected as predictive of each generative label yi. For a given representation h and generative
variable y, we report the classification accuracy over chance and number of features selected (median
over features or classes) divided by the number of features or classes.
For deep networks, these two methods were applied to the activation of every layer both before and
after the ReLU nonlinearities. The accuracy and chance were calculated for each of the 7 folds’ test
sets and summarized across layers, training variables, and latent generative variables.
4.4 Representation learning methods
Fully-connected networks with 3 hidden layers were trained on one of the initial, medial, or final glyph
variables. For each task, 100 sets of hyperparameters were used for training The hyperparameters
and their ranges are listen in Appendix C. All deep learning models were trained using PyTorch [22]
on Nvidia GTX 1080s or Titan Xs. The model with the best validation accuracy was chosen and the
downstream analysis was done on the test set representations (test accuracies reported in Appendix
D). Code for training the networks and reproducing the figures will be posted publicly. Deep networks
representation analysis was partially completed on the NERSC supercomputer.
Principal component analysis (PCA), Independent Component Analysis (ICA), and Non-negative
Matrix Factorization (NMF) from [23] were used to learn representations from the data. These
methods were all trained with 100 components which is at least 3-times larger than any of the latent
generative variables under consideration. The models were trained on the training and validation sets
and the representation analysis was on the test set.
5 Discussion
The Hangul Fonts Dataset (HFD) presented here is an intermediate complexity benchmark dataset that
has hierarchical and compositional structure that can be encoded into a set of auxillary variable. These
features make the HFD well suited for deep representation research. Using a set of unsupervised and
supervised methods, we are able to extract information about latent generative variables from the
representations of deep networks. Understanding how to recover dataset structure from deep network
representations will broaden the application of deep learning in science.
In many scientific domains like cosmology, neuroscience, and climate science, deep learning is being
used to make high accuracy predictions given growing dataset sizes [24, 13, 25]. However, deep
learning is not commonly used to directly test hypotheses about dataset structure. This is partially
because the nonlinear, compositional structure of deep networks, which is conducive to high accuracy
prediction from complex data, is not ideal for interrogating hypotheses about data. It is not generally
known how the structure of a dataset influences the learned internal representations and overall
mapping or whether the structure of the dataset can be “read-out” of the learned representations.
Understanding whether dataset structure can be extracted from learned deep representations is
important for the expanded use of deep learning in scientific applications.
In this work, simple fully-connected networks were considered. Understanding how proposed methods
for learning factorial or disentagled representations [7, 2, 3, 10] impact the structure of learned
representations is important for using deep network representations for hypothesis testing in scientific
domains.
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Appendix
A The Hangul fonts dataset: summary statistics and visualization
A.1 Font families
For certain fonts, bold and light versions of the same font are included, a "natural" but fairly regular source of
variation across fonts (Fig A.1).
Figure A.1: Variation across different font families: Nanum, SeoulHangang, GothicA1. The
same five randomly chosen blocks are displayed for each font. SeoulHangang and GothicA1 fonts
are ordered thin to bold from top to bottom.
We also performed correlations across fonts to analyze how fonts differ from one another. Fig A.2 shows the
dendrogram that results from hierarchical clustering of the correlation matrix using Ward’s method. GothicA1-
Bold, GothicA1-SemiBold, GothicA1-Regular, GothicA1-Light, GothicA1-Thin, GothicA1-Black, GothicA1-
Medium, and GothicA1-ExtraBold all fall under the same GothicA1 category.
NanumBrush
GothicA1-Medium
GothicA1-Regular
GothicA1-Black
GothicA1-ExtraBold
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Figure A.2: Distance matrix and dendrogram showing clustering of similar fonts. Distinct groups
such as Nanum, SeoulHangang, and GothicA1 cluster together.
A.2 Summary statistics of dataset
Various statistics were calculated on fontsize 24 images within a single and across all fonts. The mean, median,
and standard deviation of the images were taken in Fig A.3. This was done for all blocks in all fonts, all blocks
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in a single font, and a single block in all fonts. All three statistics for all fonts all blocks and one font all blocks
preserve the block structure of the images, whereas ’가’ is clearly shown for all fonts single block across the
statistics. Fig A.4A shows a histogram of the pixels of all the images within a font for all 35 fonts. The histograms
are very similar across the four fonts highlighted in the legend. Fig A.4B shows a histogram of pixels within a
font across all characters for all 35 fonts. The Frobenius norm is taken for all characters to study how characters
differ within a font. NanumMyeongjo and NanumBrush are similar fonts as they have overlapping character
norms. GothicA1-Regular, which resembles computer-type fonts, has the thinnest distribution as its characters
do not differ greatly.
All Fonts All Blocks
Mean Median
Standard
 Deviation
One Font All Blocks
All Fonts Single Block
Figure A.3: Summary statistics of images in Hangul dataset. The mean, median, and standard
deviation is taken for all blocks in all fonts, all blocks in a single font, and a single block ’가’ in all
fonts.
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Figure A.4: Characteristics of pixels and characters for each font. Four fonts are shown clearly
while the rest are shown in a lighter shade. A Outlines of the histograms of pixels within a font. B
Filled-in histograms of pixels within font across all blocks.
A.3 Dimensionality Reduction: PCA, ICA, NMF
Linear models were trained on individual fonts and the learned dictionaries are shown in Fig A.5.
A.4 UMAP visualization
Fig A.6A-C shows the result of applying UMAP to a single font’s images, GothicA1-Regular, with initial,
medial, and final labels. Individual glyphs are plotted with a red kernel density estimate in the background.
Fig A.6B shows the best clustering with regards to the geometry of the glyphs. The more verticially-oriented
glyphs (ㅏ,ㅑ,ㅕ,ㅓ) cluster together in the right side while the more horizontally-oriented glyphs (ㅛ,ㅡ,ㅜ,ㅠ)
cluster in the left. In Fig A.6C several of the duplet glyphs embed in the same location, suggesting similarity in
the duplet structure.
Fig A.7A-C shows the result of applying UMAP to the images with initial, medial, and final geometry labels.
Actual points are plotted rather than glyphs. Fig A.7B shows the best separation among the 5 geometric types as
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GothicA1-Regular
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NanumMyeongjo
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Figure A.5: Dictionary elements learned from four fonts: GothicA1-Regular, NanumMyeongjo,
NanumBrush, Stylish-Regular. A PCA elements: first five PCs that explain the most variance are
plotted from left to right. B ICA elements: first 3 ICs show distinct glyphs, last 2 are randomly chosen
ICs C NMF elements: first three best factors are chosen, last 2 are randomly chosen. NanumBrush
had no distinct components.
Figure A.6: GothicA1-Regular UMAP embedding of Initial, Medial, and Final Labels. The
kernel density plot indicated by the red coloration is the same for all three figures. Darker shade
means higher density of characters. A 19 initial glyphs, 10 of each plotted B 21 medial glyphs, 10 of
each plotted C 28 final glyphs, 8 of each plotted
they are each distinct, and hence affect the overall structure of the block character. For example, right-single and
right-double medial geometric types are always placed on the left region of the blocks. In contrast, initial and
final geometry types which include none, single, or double do not drastically influence the greater structure of
the block. Single and double geometric types have very similar embeddings in both the initial and final geometry
plots.
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Figure A.7: GothicA1-Regular UMAP embedding of Initial, Medial, and Final Geometry La-
bels. A 2 initial geometric types B 5 medial geometric types C 3 final geometric types
B Clustering accuracy
For a dataset of sample size n and a representation h ∈ Rn×d we want to compare a clustering of h and a
categorical generative variable y ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. First, h is clustered into M clusters with k-means (with k=M )
or from cutting the dendrogram to give M clusters. Given this clustering, each sample is assigned a class label pˆ.
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We then have to find the best alignment between the M cluster labels and the M generative variable labels. To
do this we form a similarity matrix S ∈ RM×M . To calculate Sij , we first form the set A which contains the
samples labeled pˆi and B which contains the samples labeled yj . Then the similarity is the cardinality of the
intersection of the sets divided by the cardinality of the union of the sets: Sij = |A∩B||A∪B| , that is, given all samples
labeled with either label, what fraction of them are labelled as both. We then use the Hungarian method [26] to
optimally pair the generative labels y with a permutation of the cluster labels yˆ using this similarity matrix. If
the cluster labelling is an exact permutation, the clustering accuracy will be 100%, and chance for a random
relabelling.
C Hyperparameters
All networks were trained with 3 hidden layers of the same dimensionality and ReLU nonlinearities. Table 1
lists the hyperparameters that were randomly sampled and their ranges. dimi and dim0 indicate the input and
output dimensionality of the data and task.
Table 1: Hyperparameters for deep networks
Name Type Range/Options
Init. momentum Float .5
Learning rate reduction on plateau float .5
Epochs of patience for early stopping int 10
Dense layer size int min(dimi−1, dimo×10) : 2× dimi
log10 learning rate float -6 : 1
log10(1-momentum) float -2 : -.00436 (momentum=.01)
log10 L2 weight decay float -6 : 1
Batch size int 32 : 512
Input dropout rate float .1 : .99
Input dropout rescale float .1 : 10
Hidden dropout rate float .1 : .99
Hidden dropout rescale float .1 : 10
D Classification accuracy
The deep networks were trained on 3 tasks: initial, medial, and final (IMF) classification. Here we report the
test-set accuracy for logistic regression as well as the best deep networks (selected by the validation accuracy).
Logistic regression had accuracies of 57.6± 2.7%, 70.8± 2.6%, and 73.0± 3.1% respectively for the IMF
tasks. Deep networks had accuracies of 98.5± 2.0%, 98.0± 2.6%, and 97.4± 3.3% respectively for the IMF
tasks. Chance accuracy is 5.3%, 2.6%, and 3.1% respectively for the IMF tasks.
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